A Vision for School Grounds
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We want our pupils to be: successful
learners,
confident
individuals,
effective
contributors
and
responsible citizens.
“school grounds can play a
significant role in delivering these
outcomes,
providing
safe,
stimulating environments where
children and young people can learn,
explore, play and grow, regardless of
their educational needs.”

Schools for the Future: Designing School
Grounds

Why are school grounds important?
Wellbeing

“Natural spaces are essential for
human development and wellbeing,
and none more so than those we set aside
for the use of our children”
Conserving Wonder with Sir David Attenborough

“Education Scotland, The Scottish
Government and the General
Teaching Council of Scotland have
identified Outdoor Learning as an
essential element of a young
person’s development and as an
entitlement
of
curriculum
for
excellence
and
learning
for
sustainability”

Research suggests that a welldesigned school ground creates a
positive improvement in pupil and
teacher wellbeing. School grounds
are the most easily accessible
outdoor area for teachers to bring
outdoor learning into their lessons
and being outdoors in nature can
improve feelings of wellbeing and
motivation.
HGIOS 4 states that Outdoor spaces
should be used effectively to promote
positive relationships and wellbeing
and that schools take account of the
beneficial link between outdoor
learning and green space with
wellbeing.

CEC Outdoor Learning Strategy
2016 – 2020
“school grounds are a vital resource
for learning”

Schools for the Future: Designing School
Grounds

Articles 31, 12 and 15 of the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of
the Child should be considered when
exploring the importance of our
school grounds.

“all schools have a ‘hidden
curriculum’ – all those messages
given out by the feel of a place where
children grow and develop. This is
their environment”

Schools for the Future: Designing School
Grounds

Good
Quality
Spaces

Outdoor

There are compelling reasons
that make school grounds
important to our pupils, staff
and communities.
Most pupils will spend around
1500 hours of their life in their
school
playground.
By
providing
quality
school
grounds children can have
access to good outdoor space
that they may not have at
home.
Children can be actively
involved in the management
of their school grounds
creating
a
sense
of
responsibility and the outdoor
space can become a valuable
community asset.

31: Children have the right to relax
and play and to join in a wide range of
cultural, artistic and other recreational
activities.

“capital projects [should]
devote as much attention to the
‘outdoor classroom’
as to the innovative design of
buildings and indoor space”

Schools for the Future: Designing School
Grounds

Instead of thinking about what children WANT
TO HAVE in their school grounds, we should
think about what children are GOING TO DO in
their school grounds?

12: When adults are making
decisions that affect children, children
have the right to say what they think
should happen and have their
opinions taken into account.
15: Children have the right of freedom
to associate with each other.
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Our Vision
We want our school grounds to be inspiring spaces that are safe and inclusive and improve wellbeing. They should
provide diversity in learning experiences and play opportunities and promote social and environmental responsibility.
This document says what we think our school grounds should aspire to be. Every school and its community is unique and will need to decide how this
vision needs to be tailored to reflect its needs, priorities and concerns.

“if children don’t grow up
knowing about nature
and appreciating it, they
will not understand it, and
if they don’t understand
it, they won’t protect it,
and if they don’t protect it,
WHO WILL?”
Conserving Wonder with Sir
David Attenborough
“Schools
are
well
designed,
accessible,
inclusive
learning
environments that inspire
and drive new thinking
and change and which
support the delivery of
high quality educational
experiences
through Curriculum
for
Excellence;”
Building better schools: investing
in Scotland's future 2009
“Research supports the
many health benefits of
contact
with
nature,
including reducing stress,
decreasing symptoms of
ADHD”
Nature Play and Learning Spaces

Base camp at the Forest Kindergarten, Lauriston Castle

INSPIRATIONAL

SOCIAL

SAFE

WE WANT to create
school grounds that
stimulate creativity,
where nature can
thrive, and learners
have the opportunity
to develop curiosity,
be active and learn in
a meaningful context.

WE WANT to provide
spaces that encourage
social activities and
different
types
of
interaction. We want
them to become a
valuable
community
asset and a place
people want to be.

WE WANT learners to
feel and to be safe
and secure in our
school grounds. We
want our pupils to be
involved in assessing
risk and identifying
ways of mitigating it.

AGILE

SUSTAINABLE

MAINTAINABLE

WE WANT our school
grounds to provide a
variety of behavioural
settings so pupils can
freely
engage
in
different
activities.
These settings should
be linked by pathways
to promote wayfinding
and free flow movement
between activities. Our
work
in
agile
classrooms
should
extend to the outdoor
environment
allowing
flexibility
to
accommodate growth
made by pupils and
teachers.

WE WANT our school
grounds to be embraced
as an extension of the
classroom
and
for
outdoor learning to be
embedded
into
the
school’s curriculum.

WE WANT to achieve a
natural and beautiful
space that minimises
maintenance
and
repairs through good
design. We would like
schools to embed the
responsible use of the
school grounds through
learning experiences
and
community
engagement

INCLUSIVE
WE WANT to have
easy access to the
outdoors for all with
free flow between
inside and out. We
want all users of our
school grounds to
have a sense of
ownership.
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Key components for our school grounds
Environments that have educational value

Child’s right to play (UN Convention on the Rights of the Child)

School’s Quality Improvement Plan

Develops physical, cognitive, emotional and social skills

Whole school approach

Behaviour that is intrinsically motivated

Environmental learning

The universal language of childhood

Collaborative learning

Behaviour that is personally directed

Experiential learning

A fundamental part of childhood
Essential to children’s wellbeing
Behaviour that is freely chosen

SAFE

Learning

Physical education
Informal learning
Outdoor learning

Healthy development

Formal learning

School play policy
Physical activity

Physical activity

Diversity

Play

Community
Lets and events
Community links

Changes in height
Diverse range of plantings
Flexibility and variety in the spaces and uses

Community access
Organisation involvement
Inclusive and accessible design

Providing a variety of learning and play experiences

School community: peer interaction

Sensory elements: variety of textures, scents, things to see and hear

School community: parent and child
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Referring to pupil feedback
during a pilot study at
Sighthill Primary School:
“The children asked for
more well-defined settings
so that they could be
engaged
in
different
activities without getting in
the way of others.”
Khan, M. (2017) Environment,
engagement and education

Diversity
Research suggests that a good outdoor learning environment is designed as a combination of behaviour settings linked by an open yard or a
continuous pathway. Similar behaviour settings should be adjacent to each other to stimulate free flow movement between the settings. The size
of these and the elements within them will depend on the size of the school ground and availability of different elements locally.

A PLAYFUL SPACE

AN INSPIRING SPACE

A NECESSARY SPACE

planting
schemes to add to the
biodiversity of the area.
For the school grounds
to
be
playful
landscapes,
where
simple features lend
themselves to whatever
the children want to use
them for. Providing
year-round interest for
all ages and abilities.

WE WANT to provide

WE WANT

AN INCLUSIVE SPACE

A DIVERSE SPACE

AN AGILE SPACE

WE WANT to minimise

WE WANT a variety of
behavioural
settings
which should be linked
by
pathways
to
encourage free flowing
movement.
Closely
positioned settings will
offer seamless natural
territorial expansion as
children discover new
and exciting activities.

WE WANT a flexible

WE

“The
characteristics
of
savannas that people prefer
include depth, openness,
uniform grassy coverings,
and scattered trees, as
opposed
to
obstructed
views,
disordered
high
complexity,
and
rough
textures. The preference is
found across all age ranges
and cultures, though it is
strongest in children and
grows weaker with age.”

WANT

diverse environments
that
create
opportunities for a
variety of activities
which are enhanced by
different
textures,
smells, tastes, sights
and sounds.

pupils to
have the freedom to
experience low risk
natural settings to help
them learn to risk
assess and develop
resilience.
Providing
them
with
the
environment
and
associated
learning
opportunities they may
not encounter at home.

Universal Principles of Design:
Savanna Preference
“Schools may want to use
maintenance of part of the
grounds as a learning
experience for pupils. This
can be made easier by
careful
positioning
of
outdoor taps, for example, or
creating raised beds for easy
access for all.”
Schools for the Future: Designing
School Grounds

hard boundaries using
planting to make school
grounds
feel
more
accessible and natural.
For
children
with
additional
support
needs, natural play
environments provide
play opportunities and
diversity that other play
spaces may not offer.

Variety is a key principle in
designing a quality outdoor
learning environment. Any
outdoor space will have
learning opportunities but a
more varied space will
present a wider range of
options.
Grounds for Learning/ Learning through
landscapes: the good school playground
guide

The Secret Garden outdoor learning space at Trinity Primary School

school ground that can
continuously be used
to its full potential as it
changes
with
the
seasons, over time and
a space that can
change with the needs
and priorities of the
school and community.
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Behavioural settings
The image below suggests the types of behavioural settings we would like to have in our school grounds. The areas a school might have will vary to reflect the age range
in the school, the school and community needs and priorities and any local constraints. If the size of the school grounds is restrictive; behaviour settings can be combined
for example, adding water into the area with loose parts and combining the wild garden with the natural learning area. The image shows only one of each area but areas
can be spread out over the school grounds. For example, there could be multiple wild gardens acting as boundaries or areas of beauty. We have also included notes on
things you may find in these settings.
NATURAL LEARNING AREA
Trees (woodland) if possible
Plants, grass
Campfire area
Mud kitchen
GARDEN
WILD
•
microhabitats:
deadwood
stumpery
bee/bug
hotels
Bird feeders
/ houses
Grasses of
different
heights

GROUP GATHERING AREA
Seating
Platform / stage
Informal seating like a mound
Place to present / display

ENCLOSED AREA
A small, secure safe
area for pupils who
don’t like wide open
spaces

•

•

OPEN SPACE
Flat surface: e.g.
tarmac, wet pour,
grass
Option to draw
own graphics
Defined spaces
to separate ball
games and other
games

ACTIVE PLAY AREA
• A space allowing for
physically active play /
sports
AREA WITH LOOSE MATERIALS
Loose parts
Storage
Wet weather drying area
Tyres
Sandpit with cover (multi-use)

WATER AREA
Water tubs
Fish
Pond
Irrigation system
(for gardens)
Puddle pond
Tap
Water pump

GARDEN: GROWING
Vegetable garden
Green technology
Ornamental plants
Compost bin
a mini-orchard

•

SOCIAL AREA
Seating in multiple locations
Creating a sense of privacy
Willow structures
Sheds / huts
Places that feel hidden /
unsupervised

•
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IDEAS TO CREATE A SENSORY AREA
SIGHT: plants and trees, a forest walk location is
recommended.

T

TOUCH: different textured plants, paths and walls using
mosaics, pebbles, gravel, polished glass pieces and
shingles. Walkways, decking or sculptures made from
timber- rough, smooth, grooved.
SMELL – plants, herbs and flowers that give pleasant smells.
HEARING: Musical elements such as xylophone walls,
running water in a self-contained pebble pool or water
fountain.
TASTE: edible hedges, fruit orchards and fruit and vegetable
gardens.

Holyrood Park
• AROUND AND INBETWEEN THE BEHAVIOURAL SETTINGS
PATHWAYS
• To link all the areas for natural and free flow movement between the behavioural settings
• Low maintenance surface to keep well defined and weed free
• Could be stepping stones with numbers on (use in numeracy)
• Could be colourful wet pour
• Flexible pathways - children making their own paths through long grass areas then letting them regrow
Consider
• strategic placing / design for high impact footfall to avoid early wear and tear of surrounding surfaces.
• Designated paths will be wheelchair accessible.
GRASS
• Meadow planting.
• Leave areas of grass uncut in between spaces and let nature thrive.
Consider maintenance strategy with Facilities Management team.
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF HEIGHT
• Providing the opportunity to look out over an open area.
• Dips and multiple mounds or landscaped slopes.
Consider
• Avoid route becoming a desire line causing wear and tear by high volume footfall.
• Hills require a solution to avoid wear and tear or turning into mud.
SEATING
• Provide a variety of seating areas that are comfortable and inviting to encourage social activity
Consider adult needs for outdoor grounds use and supervision as well as children’s use.
NATURAL BOUNDARIES
• Plantings that provide multiple uses and learning opportunities such as edible hedges, trees and planters

•

“We need to provide our children with
natural settings in which to play, learn,
and thrive. We need to help them form
emotional bonds with the abounding
beauty of flowers and trees, rivers
and streams, critters and clouds.
We need them to be fascinated by these
things, to grow into close and careful
observers of the world around them, to
feel
not
only appreciative
but
protective, and to be prepared to live
their lives accordingly.”
Howard Frumkin, M.D., Dr.P.H, Dean, University of Washington School of Public Health
Nature Play and Learning Spaces
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Visual representation of diversity of behavioural settings
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“The
Scottish
Government’s vision for
children
and
young
people is clear: for
Scotland to be the best
place in the world to grow
up.”
Play Strategy: Play Out of Hours!
Scottish Government 2016
“It’s often assumed that
SECONDARY PUPILS
no longer want to play.
Observations and focus
groups suggest this is not
the case…
ACTIVE PLAY isn’t just
important for providing
aerobic exercise. It’s also
crucial for developing
physical literacy…
CHILD-LED FREE PLAY
unleashes and stretches
children’s
natural
creativity.”
GfL /Learning through landscapes:
the good school playground guide
“The
HSE
fully
recognises that play
brings the world to life for
children. It provides for
an
exploration
and
understanding of their
abilities; helps them to
learn and develop; and
exposes them to the
realities of the world in
which they will live, which
is a world not free from
risk but rather one where
risk is ever present. The
opportunity
for
play
develops a child’s risk
awareness and prepares
them for their future
lives.”

Health & Safety Executive, 2012

Play
School grounds have primarily been thought of as a place for children to ‘let off steam’ through physical activity however, we believe that our school
grounds can facilitate numerous types of play which are fundamental to children’s healthy development and wellbeing. We think our school grounds
should be places where free play can be explored by all ages in their own context and promote GIRFEC’s wellbeing indicators to provide a high-quality
environment for play.
SAFE: providing a safe environment
HEALTHY: improving physical and mental health
ACHIEVING: developing skills and confidence
ACTIVE: creating opportunities for play, recreation and sport
RESPECTED: having a say
RESPONSIBLE: playing an active role
INCLUDED: allowing everyone to take part and have fun
A FUN SPACE

AN ACTIVE SPACE

WE WANT to provide a
variety of areas for
different types of play as
we recognise that play is
fundamental to children’s
development.

WE WANT to provide
school grounds that
balance
informal
learning with physical
activity.

A MANAGED SPACE

A WELL USED SPACE

WE WANT to provide
environments
in
which
children are and feel safe yet
which allows children to
experience managed risk.

WE WANT to provide
experienced
practitioners of loose
parts play and provide
support to schools to
enable them to create
these play opportunities
confidently and safely.

A CONSIDERED SPACE
WE
WANT
the
play
opportunities for appropriate
age groups and community
requirements
to
be
considered when developing
school grounds.

The image shows play types, examples and features that enable these types of
play, to be considered when thinking about how children use school grounds.
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HGIOS 4 states that outdoor
spaces
should
be
used
effectively to support learning
and that learners should have
access to outdoor learning.

‘How
effectively
are
learners using a range of
resources
including
outdoor
spaces
and
community resources to
support their learning?’

Learning
Learning in a well-designed school ground can improve children’s academic performance and motivation by learning about a subject through
exploration and practical lessons. Research has shown that forest school experiences positively influence children’s motivation, social relation,
language and communication and physical skills. Teachers can use their school grounds as an extension of their classroom. Lessons outdoors can
assist with explaining complicated subject matters through practical work, where children can understand the benefit of applying the knowledge in
the real world. For example, taking a maths class outside to measure angles of branches in trees or building structures.

‘How well do we use our
community and spaces to
deliver high - quality
outdoor learning?’

AN EDUCATIONAL SPACE

A NATURAL LEARNING SPACE

WE WANT School grounds
where formal and informal
learning can take place.

WE WANT to develop settings
that provide the opportunity to
complete the ‘50 ways to
experience
outdoors
in
Edinburgh before you’re 113/4’

A VERSATILE SPACE

A SUSTAINABLE SPACE

WE
WANT
outdoor
environments that provide
all pupils and teachers
with the opportunity to
participate in a variety of
learning types.

WE WANT outdoor learning to
be embedded in the school’s
curriculum and to provide
teachers with the right training
and support.

A PERSONAL SPACE

A PHYSICALLY ACTIVE SPACE

WE WANT to create a
space that allows pupils to
learn about and connect
with nature and the
environment and provide a
sense of ownership of their
school grounds.

0 WANT to provide an outdoor
WE
space where all pupils can be
physically active at school and
meet our target of 2 hours of PE
in primary and 2 periods of PE in
secondary.

How Good Is Our School 4
“use
outdoor
learning
opportunities, including direct
experiences of nature and other
learning within and beyond the
school boundary;”
GTCS The Standards for Registration
“Outdoor learning contributes
to delivering the Scottish
Government’s
overarching
strategic objectives towards
‘creating a more successful
country’”
Curriculum for Excellence through outdoor
learning
“Learning for Sustainability is
learning to live within the
environmental limits of our
planet and to build a just,
equitable and peaceful society.
It is essential for the well-being
of all and is an international
priority”
GTCS Learning for Sustainability

The image shows some of the learning opportunities in the outdoor classroom.

CASE STUDY: A place for pupils to grow plants from seed and learn how plants grow and turned into food through
practical lessons has been done well at Chisenhale Primary School, London who have an award winning edible
playground which has been in place since 2010.

AN ADDITONAL CLASSROOM SPACE
WE WANT our school grounds to inspire
pupils and teachers to use them as an
extension of their classroom through
outdoor learning in all weathers.
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We want our school grounds to allow our Early Years and Primary
pupils to do these outdoor learning activities
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“Schools accommodate and
provide a range of services,
activities and facilities that
make a difference to
people's health and well
being,
to
sustaining
economic growth and to the
strength and vibrancy of
communities” …
“explore how best to encourage
community use of both
indoor and outdoor facilities
within the school estate by
making schools more open,
accessible and welcoming
at all times” …“In Berlin, the
grounds of one primary
school are a popular venue
for
children’s
birthday
parties.
After
school,
parents relax with coffee and
cake in the attractive
grounds while children enjoy
the amazing outdoor play
features provided by the
school.”
Building better schools: investing in
Scotland's future 2009
We should recognise that
school grounds are valuable
community
assets
and
wherever possible ensure
that learners and their
communities
are
given
access out of school hours.
Education Scotland: Vision 2030+
CASE STUDY: creating
links with local businesses
can help fund edible garden
maintenance and be an
important learning tool.
Pupils
at
Chisenhale
Primary School, London
sell some of the fruit and
vegetables they grow to their
local Waitrose supermarket.
In doing so, they also learn
about
marketing
and
economics.

Community
A school can be at the centre of its community but the local’s own connection with
the school changes over time. If we want the school to be at the centre of its
community we need to create provision and allow access that appeals to and
benefits the whole community. The Scottish Government has indicated that it would
like to see further development of the concept of the school being a community hub
.
and that this would be to the mutual benefit of both schools and communities.
Opening school grounds
to the community has been considered in both City of
.
Edinburgh Council’s Open Space 2021: Edinburgh’s Open Space Strategy 2016
and Play Strategy. All schools and their communities have different needs and
priorities. The decision whether to open a school ground to the community ultimately
rests with the headteacher.

“Rather than questioning whether or not the gates
are locked, it may be more useful to consider when
they are locked and who locks them.”
Play Strategy: Play Out of Hours! Scottish Government 2016

A COMMUNITY SPACE

A COLLABORATIVE SPACE

WE WANT school grounds to
be used to their full potential
as a wonderful community
resource, that is open to the
public out of school hours, to
be freely accessible for all
and to be a safe space to
enjoy.

WE

to involve
community organisations
and
partnerships
in
supporting
schools
to
create and maintain their
diverse
outdoor
environments.
WANT

A CONNECTED SPACE

A SOCIAL SPACE

WE WANT schools to create
links with their communities
and use this as an opportunity
for learning.

WE WANT school grounds
that promote different types
of social interaction across
all age groups. Where
parents and children go to
socialise
and
play,
developing a sense of
community cohesion.

A SUPPORTIVE SPACE
WE WANT to support our
schools to create these
community resources.
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IDEAS TO GET THE COMMUNITY INVOLVED
ALLOTMENTS / COMMUNITY GROWING
There is a higher demand for allotments than there is provision.
Hosting an after-school gardening club for pupils, parents and the
community can help with maintenance of the school grounds.
PARTNERSHIP WORKING
Outdoor Learning Partners Forum, involving organisations can help
support schools in the creation and maintenance of their outdoor
spaces. Edinburgh Living Landscape
EVENTS AND LETS
Consider whether some areas of the school ground could be let to the
community such as the open space or group gathering area.
ORGANISATIONS
There are organisations that you can contact to see how they can
support your project.

CONSIDERATIONS
Not one size fits all.

The Beautiful Scotland Campaign supports community groups to
make improvements to their local environment.
Earth Calling supports schools and communities with environmental
projects and activities.
Edible estates support communities to create community food
growing and greenspace projects.

Community access to new school builds should be considered at
design stage to allow for well-designed access points and provision.
Consider a strategy for ensuring the school grounds are safe for the
public and for the school at the point of handover.
Schools must have adequate risk assessment and provide
appropriate and safe environments for their pupils.
The authority must have the right policies and procedures in place.
Consider the legal requirements for unsupervised use of the school
grounds.
Consider the needs of younger children and babies who will visit the
school grounds with their parents when collecting older siblings.
Consider developing a whole-school
partnerships and use of the site.

policy

for

community
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Further reading
Practical Guidance

•

City of Edinburgh Council’s Outdoor Learning Strategy

Grounds for learning/Learning through landscapes: the good school

•

City of Edinburgh Play Strategy

playground guide

•

Edinburgh Design Guidance

Schools for the Future: Designing School Grounds

•

Open Space 2021: Edinburgh’s Open Space Strategy (2016)

•

City of Edinburgh Council's Play Area Action Plan 2011-2016

•

Edinburgh Biodiversity Action Plan 2016-18

•

City of Edinburgh Council's Allotment Strategy 2017-2027

School ground Design
•
•

Play
•

Inspiring Scotland: Loose Parts Play

Open grounds
•

City of Edinburgh Council Strategy and Design Documents

Play Strategy: Play Out of Hours! Scottish Government 2016

Further Information and Guidance
•

Curriculum for Excellence through outdoor learning

•

How Good is Our School 4

•

Building better schools: investing in Scotland's future 2009

•

Conserving Wonder with Sir David Attenborough

•

Play Strategy for Scotland: Our Vision (2013)

•

•

Getting it Right for Every Child - Wellbeing

•

Nature Play and Learning Places, Robin C. Moore

Khan, M. (2017). Environment, engagement and education:
investigating the relationship between primary school grounds and
children's learning: a case study from Bangladesh (Doctoral
dissertation, University of Edinburgh)

•

General Teaching Council Scotland - The Standards for Registration

•

Research by Professor Stephen Heppell

•

Education Scotland: Vision 2030+ Concluding Report of The Learning for
Sustainability National Implementation Group

•

Outdoor Environments for Primary School Teaching and Learning: An
Exploratory Study, Khan, Bell, Silveirinha de Oliveira, McGeown

•

Learning for Sustainability

•

Universal Principles of Design: Savanna Preference

•

Play Scotland Play Types Toolkit

Research, Studies and Media
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If you would like any further information please contact the School Estate Planning Team at playgrounds@edinburgh.gov.uk

